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Abstract- A novel way to enhance the performance of a model that combines genetic algorithms and neuro fuzzy logic for feature selection and classification is proposed. This research work involves designing a framework that incorporates genetic algorithm with neuro fuzzy for feature selection and classification on the training dataset. It aims for reducing several medical errors and provides better prediction of diseases. Medical diagnosis of diseases is an important and difficult task, and a proposed method performs feature selection and parameters setting in an evolutionary way. The wrapper approach to feature subset selection is used in this paper because of the accuracy. The performance of the ANFIS classifier was evaluated in terms of training performance and classification accuracy. The objective of this research is to simultaneously optimize the parameters and feature subset without degrading the ANFIS classification accuracy. ANFIS is compared with three other classifiers which are Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) and Classification And Regression Trees (CART). ANFIS gives the best results for original data of all the datasets and the predictions for noisy data are adequate in comparison with three others classifiers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Genetic Algorithm (GA) was first suggested by Holland, and has recently been used in a range of problems including pattern recognition, bioinformatics and text categorization. Early detection of medical problems such as prostate cancer and diabetes is important to increase the chance of successful treatment. Various soft computing methods have been used for the detection of a potential medical problem. Thus, a reliable method for both feature selection and classification is required. The feature selection is based on a new genetic algorithm and classification is based on Adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). Feature selection is another factor that impacts classification accuracy. Many practical pattern classification tasks require learning an appropriate classification function that assigns a given input pattern, typically represented by a vector of attribute values to a finite set of classes.

Feature selection is used to identify a powerfully predictive subset of fields within a database and reduce the number of fields presented to the mining process. By extracting as much information as possible from a given data set while using the smallest number of features, we can save significant computation time and build models that generalize better for unseen data points. These include the clustering and classification because it is essential to the developments of neuro fuzzy systems particularly in medical-related problems. After a training phase with train data, the classifiers such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Classification And Regression Trees (CART), would map some of input features to one of the existing labels.

Microarrays usually have many biomarkers as same as features in datasets. Every biomarker shows an expression level of a gene. Microarrays have huge redundancy and high dimensionality, hence feature selection or in other words, gene selection is a main phase of microarray samples classification for cancer prognosis. In general, feature selection methods can be divided into two categories. In the first category based on filtering[1], feature selection and classification method are proceeded distinctively. A single or multiple selection criteria must satisfy to identify a final subset of features. Because of independence between two phases, filter model is fast but it needs to select exacting methods and limitations for achieving high precision. In the second category is called wrapped model[2], feature selection process must be embedded for each classifier and precision is achieved overall. This approach needs more computation than the filtering method but it is possible to achieve better precision because of optimized feature selection for particular classifier. A classifier should be run with different groups of candidate features and after evaluating the result, those which are more efficient would be selected.

In this work we apply Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) as a classifier to select genes using wrapped approach of cancer microarrays. Then we add noise to our selected genes of datasets and compute precisions again. Finally we compare our result for original and noisy data with three other classifiers included SVM[7], KNN[8] and CART[9].

II. GENE SELECTION

Feature selection problems are NP-hard[11]. There are thousands of genes in our test bed in this paper which make our work difficult. So, we used meta-heuristic methods for gene selection. Because of high dimensionality these choices are justifiable. Furthermore, due to existing of redundancy...
and several possible optimal solutions in our datasets, these methods often can find one of them for problem.

In next topics, it is described two meta-heuristic methods; genetic algorithm[12] and particle swarm optimization[13] which we used in this paper.

**Genetic Algorithm**

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is an optimization method which was introduced by John Holland in the 1970s for the first time. GA helps researchers to find single or multiple enough good solutions for optimization problems. To apply this method, a population of possible solutions for a real world problem must be encoded to some unique strings, called chromosome. Each chromosome is made up of some genomes and represents an individual. Genomes may be encoded to binary, real number, character or other formats. Besides, we would have one or several objective function(s).

Through objective function(s), calculation of profit or cost for every individual is possible. At the beginning, a generation of individuals is initialized randomly. Subsequently, every individual is evaluated and ranked by the objective function(s). Better individuals based on their fitness would be selected as the parents for the next generation reproduction. Also, some of the best individuals will be copied to the next generation directly as elites. A small part of population would be mutated to generate new individuals which will have some changed blocks that we did not see them in the previous generation. New generations will be reproduced by some operators like crossover, mutation and replacement. These operators work by objective function(s) values and some stochastic variables in some specified intervals. This process would be repeated enough to satisfy one or multiple stop conditions.

Steps of our implemented algorithm are expressed below:

1: Initialize the first generation.
2: Until stop condition is not satisfied, do:
3: Select best parents.
4: Reproduce new children from their parents with probability of Pr.
5: Mutate every chromosome with probability of Pm.
6: Evaluate and rank new generated population.
7: Replace Pr percent of the best of new population.
8: Go to 2.
9: Represent the best solutions based on their chromosomes.
10: End

In this work we assume Pr = 0.8, Pm = 0.4, and Pr = 0.2 when the maximum of iterations equals 500 and the number of population equals 50. Furthermore, the reproduction method is one point crossover.

**III. ANFIS**

Zadeh proposed the fuzzy set theory in the 1960s. Fuzzy set theory through its general approaches has covered classical sets theory[15]. In a fuzzy set, every element belongs to a membership function with a degree of membership. These degrees are real numbers between closed interval [0, 1]. A fuzzy set would be equivalent to a classical set (also known as crisp set in fuzzy set theory) when exacting degrees equal 0 or 1. Fuzzy logic handles changing of the variables and reasoning from them. Then Zadeh introduced possibility theory versus probability theory that every membership degree considers as a possibility measure. Appropriate operators in possibility theory obtain preliminary for different types of fuzzy reasoning. After these events, researchers developed new concepts based on fuzzy sets theory such as Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). Different FISes are based on some components like fuzzifiers for inputs, defuzzifiers for outputs, fuzzy knowledge base contained fuzzy if-then rules and inference engine. FISes generate crisp or fuzzy outputs by a wide variety of crisp or fuzzy input. Inference engine in FIS maps fuzzy inputs to a fuzzy output by fuzzy if-then rules. Takagi, Sugeno and Kang proposed a fuzzy inference method in the 1980s (known as TSK). Format of TSK type fuzzy if-then rules is like this:

If x is A1 and y is B1, then f1 = p1x + q1y + r1,

Where A1 and B1 are fuzzy sets or linguistic labels and x and y are corresponding values and subsequently f1 is a crisp function.

Another concept has been interested by researchers in artificial intelligence fields is model learning based on an input-output pair. Therefore artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) which have the capability of the different kinds of learning methods were developed for the last several decades. These networks are composed from 3 layers (input layer, hidden layer and output layer) within some nodes. There are some weighted links with interconnection roles among nodes of layers. Every node has a firing threshold to generate an output depends on sum of inputs of nodes. Furthermore, there are some various architectures of ANN for similar and different functions.

Jang combined the capability of soft transitions between concepts and uncertain data in fuzzy logic with the available learning potentials of neural networks in a new concept, called neuro-fuzzy system[16]. Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) is a type of neuro-fuzzy system which was introduced by Shing and Jang in 1990s. ANFIS has been a brilliant multifunction tool in many fields; however it widely used for nonlinear mapping function and prediction. In this paper we have used ANFIS as a predictor for cancer diagnosis. ANFIS composed from five layers. First layer compute membership degrees for real number input values. Every node i output is computed such as:

\[ O_i^1 = \mu_{a_i}(x), i = 1,2,3,........n \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (3) \]

Where \( O_i^1 \) represents degrees of x input that is applied to membership function of \( A_i \). Every continuous and piecewise differentiable function which results between closed interval[0, 1] is acceptable in this layer as membership function. Thus In this paper we use double sigmoid function (dsigmf) which calculate from the difference between two sigmoidal functions, as membership function of our designed ANFIS classifier.dsigmf results more appropriate than Gaussian function which has used before in[17] for same application.

\[
\mu(x) = dsigmf(x,x_{a_1}, c_1, a_2, c_2) \\
= \mu_1(x, a_1, c_1) - (x, a_2, c_2) \\
= 1/(1+ \exp(-a_1 \ast (x-c_1))) - 1/(1+ \exp(-a_2 \ast (x-c_2))) \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots (4)
\]

\( a_1, c_1, a_2, c_2 \) in this layer called premise parameters. Number of membership functions is not a fix number. There is not any clear approach to find optimal number of nodes in ANFIS and different ANFISs have been designed using different number of membership functions. In this paper we used ANFIS which has 3 layers, and its learning steps are:

1: Input training data to ANFIS.
2: ANFIS computes membership degree for each sample.
3: ANFIS computes output for each sample.
4: Error is computed by subtraction between real and ANFIS output.
5: ANFIS calculate error and sends it to learning methods.
6: ANFIS makes necessary modification in membership functions and premise parameters.
7: Steps 1 to 6 are repeated enough to satisfy one or multiple stop conditions.

O1 = P1x + Q1y + R1
hidden layers in the same way as neural networks. In this work, we assign two membership functions for each input. Inputs of nodes in second layer are multiplied to each other. In other words, nodes of this layer capture their inputs from first layer and pass their products as firing strength.

\[ O_i^2 = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \mu_{A_i}(x_j), \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \]  

Where \( w_i \) represents firing strength for m input. Every T-Norm can be used in this equation as a multiple operators.

The third layer plays normalization role in ANFIS Architecture. Normalized weight would be computed from the firing strength of all nodes of second layer, relation is:

\[ O_i^3 = \frac{w_i}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \]

Every node in the 4th layer has a function \( f_i \) which represents by some parameters called consequent parameters. The normalized weights from third layer would multiply by corresponding parametric functions. For linear function contained two inputs x and y, output is computed by following equation:

\[ O_i^4 = \frac{w_i f_i}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j f_j}, \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \]

Furthermore, different types of functions in this layer are possible. Though constant functions delay convergence in nonlinear mapping, they improve prediction and ANFIS is needed as a predictor in cancer diagnosis. So we choose constant function in this work for each rule.

Final output in layer 5th is sum of total outputs of layer 4th:

\[ O_i^5 = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_i f_i}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j} \]

There are many possible learning methods for training ANFIS like any other artificial neural networks, however researchers often use classical back propagation or hybrid learning rule. Hybrid learning rule together with ANFIS were introduced by Shing and Jang[16]. In this article we have used Hybrid learning rule for training our ANFIS classifier Because of its advantage such as high speed and high performance in computing versus back propagation method.

IV. KNN & SVM

Support vector machine (SVM) is one of the most powerful supervised learning algorithms in gene expression analysis. The samples intermixed in another class or in the overlapped boundary region may cause the decision boundary too complex and may be harmful to improve the precise of SVM. In the present paper, hybridized k-nearest neighbor (KNN) classifiers and SVM (HKNNSVM) is proposed to deal with the problem of samples in the overlapped boundary region and to improve the performance of SVM.

V. CART

The CART (Classification and Regression Trees) decision tree algorithm can be used to build both classification trees (to classify categorical response variables) and regression trees (to forecast continuous response variables). K-Nearest Neighbor method can create both classification and regression models as well.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this research we use GA as a gene selector for our ANFIS classifier in wrapped model, mentioned before. Therefore selected genes and their values pass to the ANFIS and neuro-fuzzy classifier was trained during iterations. Output of ANFIS using thresholds change into piecewise constant function that every constant represent a label[18]. Subsequently, test data are applied to trained classifier and classifier predicts a label value for each input vector. The precision would be computed based on ratio of number of correct classified samples to number of all test data. Group of genes is chosen which are more robust after adding some noise than the other when precisions of GA and PSO are equal. We apply ANFIS, SVM, KNN and CART, as classifiers into six cancer datasets[19] and four normal data sets which include:

- Prostate Cancer:
  Prostate cancer dataset contained 260 training and 48 testing of relapse and non-relapse samples from patients in 15009 genes.

- Leukemia:
  Dataset has 260 training and 48 testing samples over 15009 probes.

- Lung:
  Colon tumour contained 308 instances which has been divided by us to 260 training and 48 testing samples genes from 15009.

- Pancrease Cancer:
  This dataset includes 260 training and 48 testing normal and tumour instances which every instance is described by 15009 genes.

- Breast Cancer:
Comparative Study of ANFIS-Based Wrapper Model for Classification of Cancer and Normal Genes on Microarray
Gene Expression Data

This dataset includes 260 training and 48 testing tissue samples with 15009 genes.

- CNS:
  Dataset has 260 training and 48 testing samples over 15009 probes.

- Normal Brain:
  Dataset has 260 training and 48 testing samples over 15009 probes.

- Normal Kidney:
  Dataset has 260 training and 48 testing samples over 15009 probes.

- Normal Lung:
  Dataset has 260 training and 48 testing samples over 15009 probes.

- Normal Breast:
  Dataset has 260 training and 48 testing samples over 15009 probes.

The selected genes and their precisions in binary and ternary groups with GA method for four classifiers are shown in TABLE II. All the algorithms run thorough the MATLAB 7.14 under Windows operating system.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we compared four classifiers on ten datasets which used the selected genes by GA method, in wrapped model. It was predictable that our results using the ANFIS-Based wrapped model for fewer genes, was more appropriate than filter model of single ANFIS and was equivalent or better than filter model of ensemble ANFIS (contained several the different single ANFISes) involed Information Gain (IG) as gene selection approach in[17].Though, the classic SVM had very good results, ANFIS-Based wrapped model results were better than the results of the SVM, in general. Altogether ANFIS classifier in comparison with the other ones gave good results for each of binary and ternary groups of the genes. Finally, obtained results were more interpretable than the results of the other classifiers, because of final acquired fuzzy rules which are learned by ANFIS.
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